
Friendship Quiz 
#1 Being late in his work, your best friend asks you to lend him your math homework to 
copy it. What will you do?


• I let him, convinced that one day he will do the same.


• I propose instead to do it for him, by imitating its writing.


• I refuse, but on the other hand I give him some advice to help him go faster. 


#2 Your friends say...


• you don’t call them enough.


• you call them too often.


• you call only when you are the alone.


#3 You promised a friend to spend the evening with him, but just before you joined him, 
another friend asked you to go to a concert because he had an extra ticket. What will 
you do?


• I cancel the evening with my friend saying that an aunt has come to visit.


• I explain the situation to my friend; if he wants to see me, I go home.


• No question about going back on my word: a promise is a promise. 


#4 In general, how long do you keep your friends?


• To as long as possible.


• As long as I am satisfied with the relationship. 


• As long as we get along well.


#5 In your opinion, it is better to....


• have a single friend with whom to share everything.


• have two or three friends to talk to when we feel like it.


• have a lot of friends: like that, you are sure you will never be bored.
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#6 Two of your friends have been fighting for a while. One day, one of them asks you to 
take a stand. What's your reaction?


• I say I'm on his side, because I know he won't tell the other one! They don't 
talk to each other anymore!


• I say the truth : It’s not fun that they are fighting! Do something! 


• With a tear in my eye, I tell him that it hurts me a lot to see two friends that I 
like fight.


#7 Your friend is having a hard time these days. Every time you talk to him, he 
complains about all these problems for hours.


• I try not to talk to him as often. It's too depressing!


• I let him talk about the pain until I have a smile from him.


• I listen to him for a while, then when he starts to complains too much, I tell him 
so. 


#8 Do you think you'll still be your friend's best friend in 20 years? 


• Yes, I'm sure of that.


• I don't know but I hope so.


• Maybe, we'll see.


#9 You're wearing a new red sweater this morning. At home, everyone thought it was 
beautiful, but at school, your friend tells you you look like a crushed tomato.


• If I have time, I go home to change.


• I think simply that he is in a bad mood.


• I answer him: "And you, with that old shirt, you look like a rag!"


#10 For you, friendship....


• has a lot of avantages. 


• is very important.


• comes first.
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#11 Your friend had an operation that forced him to stay in the hospital for a week.


• You visit as often as they want to.


• You spend all your days with him and do everything to distract him. 


• You send him a card wishing him a quick recovery.


#12 Your best friend promised not to talk to this person again, because that person 
hurt you. But you catch her in a big conversation with him. How are you feeling?


• I am insulted! I don't like people to be insulted! 


• I am very sad.


• I am disappointed.


Answers: Count how many red, green and blue answers you have. What kind of guy is-


you?


Blue: The unconditional friend


Red: The sincere friend 


Green: The interested friend
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